
HURLEY 1XI vs Penn & Tylers Green 2XI – 7th June 2014 

PENN & TYLERS GREEN 2XI 
J Morris b Brown 3 

T Bentley c Day b Langlands 12 

C Judge b Akhtar 0 

J Godfry c Day b Akhtar 8 

I Holford c Morgans b Langlands 17 

M Holford lbw Langlands 0 

S Coleman c Day b Akhtar 2 

R Lambert c Brown b Bhagwani 0 

I Bannister b Ridgeway 7 

M Henderson b Brown 17 

A Khaliq Not Out 7 

 Extras 22 

 Total 95ao 

 

N Akhtar 10-4-16-3 V Bhagwani 6-2-15-1 

R Brown 12-3-36-2 P Ridgeway 5-4-5-1 

J Langlands 7-5-8-3   

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway lbw Holford 2 

D Day b Holford 11 

N Akhtar c Coleman b Morris 30 

S Taylor b Holford 0 

R Brown b Holford 6 

J Langlands lbw Morris 0 

V Bhagwani b Morris 4 

A Morgans b Morris 2 

B Fraser Not Out 1 

R Singh b Morris 0 

J Dawson st Coleman b Henderson 2 

 Extras 4 

 Total 62ao 

 

I Bannister 7-0-24-0 J Morris  7-1-13-5 

I Holford 13-1-13-4 M Henderson 0.4-0-2-1 

 

Hurley plunged to a new nadir on Saturday doing ill justice to an abattoir full of headless 

chickens. The carnage began as within 24 hours of the match 2 players dropped out leaving 

the usual Friday night scrabble for players. Despite heavy rain in the morning, the new 

branded covers and dedication by Jeff Dawson allowed play to be scheduled only an hour 

later and with 20 overs lost. This cynical and disillusioned correspondent thought at least 

Hurley was assured a draw in a shortened game.  

 

Naeem Akhtar made the first blow, winning the toss and inserting the opposition but another 

10 minutes went by as the sun beat down and another few yards of square were cut and the 

camera crew from the ECB rolled some more bemused footage. Hurley then produced a 

bowling display to revive hopes of a new dawn on a deck that produced good bounce and 

carry. Ross Brown (2-36) bowled opener Morris (3) with his third ball, and with Akhtar (3-16) 

bowling another fine spell wickets tumbled with metronomic frequency. Jonathan Langlands 

(3-8) provided an excellent first change though a stubborn last wicket stand of 25 and 22 

extras had a faint alarm bell ringing for Hurley low on confidence this season. Tea was 

another sumptuous affair. 

 



A somewhat erratic electric scoreboard mirrored a desperate batting effort from Hurley as 

senior players played a series of rash sweeps and pulls to surrender their wickets in a meek 

progress back to the pavilion. Sadly Hurley look a dispirited unit less Normandy spirit, more 

white spirit, the colour of the flag they metaphorically waved. Hurley scuttled for 62 in 28 

overs. Only Akhtar emerged with much credit scoring half the Hurley runs. Ian Holford (4-13) 

and Jeff Morris (5-13) bowled well, but it was not a low scoring wicket despite the rain. 


